Reduction in psychopathology following bariatric surgery for morbid obesity.
Although there has been some disagreement, there is growing evidence now that psychopathology is a comorbidity of morbid obesity among patients seeking bariatric surgery. The aim of this study was to determine whether psychopathology decreases following this surgery. Utilizing a national sample, this study focused on pre- and post-surgery scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, Second Edition (MMPI-2). The MMPI-2 was administered first during the pre-surgery medical examination, and again between 6 months and 1 year following surgery. Validity scale scores on the pre- and post-surgery MMPI-2s indicated that there was no impediment to interpreting the clinical scale scores of these tests. There was a pervasive pattern of statistically significant decreases in pre- to post-surgery clinical scale scores. Further, comparison of MMPI-2 clinical scale scores to available test norms showed that the number of participants showing signs of mental disorders was unusually high before surgery, and at or below the test norms following surgery. There is clear evidence in this study that psychopathology declines following bariatric surgery. The unusually high levels of psychopathology before surgery may be a joint function of the factors producing the morbid obesity, and a reaction to the obesity itself. That psychopathology declines following surgery to levels expected in the general population indicates that the patients were becoming more positive about their lives.